
LOCATION: Cable Car Cinema 204 South Main St. Providence, RI 02903 
Friday, October 19th, 2007  
Saturday, October 20th, 2007  
12 Midnight: 
Gay Zombie, Michael Simon, Director, 20 min. 2007 USA 
Miles is a zombie dealing with multiple issues. His therapist points out that his 
obsession with Hugh Jackman is a surefire sign that he may be gay. Miles is taken 
aback by her observation, but eager to discover his true self. 
 
GAY BED & BREAKFAST OF TERROR, Jaymes Thompson, Director, 110 min. 2007 
USA Cast: Allie Rivenbark, Denise Heller, Derek Long, Georgia Jean, Hilary 
Schwartz, James Tolins, Jim Polivka, Lisa Block-Wieser, Mari Marks, Michael Soldier, 
Robert Borzych, Shannon Lee, Vinny Markus. 
 
There are unspeakable horrors to be found at the Sahara Salvation Bed & 
Breakfast, and not all of them involve the suspicious mincemeat muffins offered 
to guests when they check in! Totally tongue-in-cheek, this hysterically funny and 
sexy offering is a must for queer horror fans. On the eve of a monster circuit party, 
five wary couples arrive at this dusty and rundown bed & breakfast that has 
(hopefully) seen better days. Along with the muffins, our guests are greeted by 
the hostesses Helen and her peculiar daughter, Luella. Among the guests are a 
dragstress and his lover, "Mr. Leather" Dom, (who always travels with his 
wandering eyes); preppy couple Alex and Mike; and Rodney and his "trainer," 
Todd, with whom he hopes to spend a hot weekend largely in bed! Also in the 
guest register are a pair of power dykes who manufacture "adult goodies" and 
Brenda with her wholesome folk singing lover, Starr. These girls are ready for a 
weekend of wife-swapping, but our hostesses have other plans: Homo-hating 
Helen enjoys killing queers for sport! When her daughter's lesbian tendencies 
surface, the guests had better hide the cutlery. And if that wasn't enough, her 
son simply likes to eat people -- straight or gay! You may never stay in a gay B&B 
again.... 
 


